
SUPERCHARGED  SOLUT IONS

AND MANY  MO RE !  
(You dream it, we build it) 

Integration
Experts help to assess current landscape of tooling and craft, customize and implement 
integrations to reduce friction in the flow of value between enterprise applications, to and from 
your Atlassian tooling.

Custom Applications
Do you use an application that does not have an out of the box integration with Atlassian? No 
sweat, we can build it unique to your ideal business process requirements. 

Consolidation
The right foundation to build is a critical component of assembling a lean and modern tech 
stack. We will reign in unruly, organically growing instances and unify a platform to scale your 
technology. 

Training/Coaching
Improper utilization of technology can hinder employee performance instead of improving it. 
Get individuals, teams, and the entire enterprise aligned on their roles, permissions and best 
practices to get the most of your technology investment. 

www.cprime.com/enterprise-solutions

Supercharged efficiency and tracking from 
planning to development

Supercharged product development and work 
management

Supercharged strategy from OKR’s to 
execution

Supercharged alignment from idea to 
execution

Supercharged speed to build and secure cloud 
native applications

Supercharged visibility and collaboration between 
technical and non-technical teams

Supercharged observability for proactive 
monitoring of applications

Supercharged Value Stream Intelligence

Supercharged workflow automation and 
enterprise collaboration

As trusted Atlassian experts, we help users to supercharge their tools in ways they never thought possible. We have 
partnered with industry leading technology companies to help customers optimize the flow of data through the 
entire tech stack. Integrating Atlassian with the rest of your mission critical tools provides visibility, traceability and 
boosts collaboration through the entire value stream.

Here are a few amped up integrations: 

Tool Selection
Tools and customizations are key to properly scaling and supporting business processes. This is 
where many fall down in their digital transformation. Our experts assess the state of the business 
to recommend the right tools, right governance and right practices for total alignment.
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